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After seeing our 
customers use 
SparkPost email 
performance data 
integrated into 
250ok, we nearly 
lost our d@mn 
minds.

JOSH ABERANT

Chief Marketing Officer, SparkPost
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Are your emails going to 
SPAM?
With ISPs like Gmail blocking 10 million potentially 
harmful emails every 60 seconds, it’s no surprise that 
mailbox providers have applied aggressive filtering 
measures to protect their customers and deter spam. 
As a result, legitimate senders need sophisticated real-
time tools to help them land in the inbox and know 
when they don’t. Emails that don’t reach the inbox are 
simply wasted opportunities.

Comprehensive Coverage
Enjoy 250ok’s unparalleled coverage of B2B and B2C 
mailbox providers around the globe. Track your inbox 
placement and deliverability in real time to pinpoint and 
resolve issues. With all of the time, effort and money 
you’ve invested into your email program, can you afford 
not to know how your messages are being handled?
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ISP Health Report
You can utilize the ISP Health Report to identify 
ISP-specific service issues across the 250ok community. 
Using our real-time community benchmark, you can be in 
the know and aware of widespread delivery issues before 
you send. In addition to the common hosting and filtering 
companies, the ISP Health Report includes Apple, Gmail, 
Hotmail, Terra, and nearly one hundred other ISPs included 
in Inbox’s international seedlist coverage.

Optimized Seed Testing

Seedlist Optimizer (patent pending) enables 
you to weigh your results based on the 
composition of your email lists. Stop testing 
providers you don’t mail to.

Expert Services & Support

You won’t find any junior-level script readers 
here. Ask for examples of deliverability 
issues 250ok diagnosed, triaged, and quickly 
resolved after other competitors failed.

Automated Monitoring & Alerts

Live outside the app with custom email, SMS, 
Slack, HipChat, PagerDuty, and webhook 
alerts. Set it and forget it. Focus on what 
matters to you, free of pointless notifications.

What sets Inbox apart?



250ok Reputation™
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Introducing the most 
comprehensive tool 
for email reputation 
monitoring.
Don’t get stuck using yesterday’s tools 
to manage the problems of today. 250ok 
Reputation provides the protection 
enterprises need with the insight email 
marketers love.
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Unprecedented Granularity

We process billions of messages to identify 
where you are struggling, where you are 
winning, and how you can improve your 
performance moving forward.

Enhanced w/ SNDS & Signal Spam

Automate your SNDS & Signal Spam 
reporting to track spam traps and 
complaint rates at Hotmail, Outlook.com, 
Laposte, Sfr, and Orange.

Comprehensive Analytics

Quickly detect fraudulent mailing activity 
and see which of your IPs, email addresses, 
and domains are sending the most 
unauthorized mail.

The protection enterprises need, with the insight senders love.



Blacklist History
Blacklisted sending IPs or domains can 
dramatically alter your ability to deliver mail 
to your customers. Receiving networks (ISPs, 
hosting and filtering companies) often use third-
party blacklists to reject and filter email. That’s 
why 250ok Blacklist™ was designed with the 
flexibility and speed to notify you of listings as 
soon as possible. You can set up any combination 
of notifications to instantly notify you when 
an issue occurs under 250ok Alerts. Our global 
blacklist coverage includes Spamhaus, SURBL, 
SORBS, and more.

Spam Trap & Phishing 
Monitoring
250ok Reputation helps you detect and combat 
mailing activity that damages your reputation. 
We proactively record a proprietary spam trap 
network containing million of domains, and at 
the same time, analyze billions of messages to 
provide unprecedented visibility into abuse.
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Feedback Loops

This 250ok Reputation feature is designed 
to provide actionable feedback and a 
more comprehensive view into your 
reputation. Complaints by day, hour, IP 
address, and domain are just a few of 
the key trends we’ll highlight to help you 
identify and suppress your troublesome 
recipients.

Gain Total Transparency

By collecting and analyzing your complaint 
feedback, we’ll track complaints across any 
number of mail streams to highlight key trends 
including complaints by hour, day, ISP, IP 
address, domain, from address, and more.

Analyze and Suppress

The ultimate goal is to suppress and 
remove problematic recipients, so we 
track recipient-level complaint frequency 
to analyze behavior and automate your 
suppression list.

Discover Real-Time Trends

Our real-time dashboard detects sudden 
increases in complaints that may cause 
deliverability issues. You can drill down to 
message-level data to identify abuse, account 
compromise, or problematic campaigns.
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DMARC can be complicated.
Your deployment software 
doesn’t have to be.
Introducing an intuitive DMARC experience backed 
by expert customer support. Enjoy unlimited domains, 
users, custom alerts, and real-time reporting. 
Our platform is designed to guide you through 
implementing your own policy with ease.

Expert Guidance & Support

Once we’re receiving your 
DMARC reports, we’ll grade 
(“Good,” “Moderate,” etc.) 
your compliance to set a clear 
benchmark for improvement. 
And if you need a hand, our 
expert support team is here to 
help. 

Intuitive Message Center

Designed to bring critical 
issues to your attention by 
summarizing compliance 
across any number of domains. 
Utilizing DMARC’s “observation 
mode,” we analyze compliance 
trends and suggest corrective 
action.

Threat Map & Forensics

Using our threat map and 
forensics, you can see a visual 
time lapse of threat sources 
around the world to give you 
visibility into unverified mail 
sources, including forensics 
and message samples for 
investigation.

Streamline Monitoring & 
Alerts

Effortlessly monitor your 
DMARC compliance with custom 
email, SMS, Slack, HipChat, 
PagerDuty, or webhook alerts. 
Set it and forget it. We’ll make 
sure you receive the right alerts 
at the right time.
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Report, analyze, and
protect.
Going from observation to protection (via 
a “quarantine” or “reject” policy) is the 
ultimate goal. Without 250ok DMARC, 
you’d have to make the transition with 
very little insight into the process, and that 
can be confusing. With 250ok DMARC, 
you have a team of experts helping 
you take every step down the path to 
compliance and protection:

1

2

3

Report  (OBSERVATION)
During observation, 250ok will collect and analyze your DMARC reports to bring authentication 
issues to your attention and help you improve your compliance.

Analyze  (QUARANTINE)
During quarantine, ISPs will treat compliance failures as suspicious. 250ok DMARC then analyzes 
reports to help you identify false positives and fraudulent mail sources.

Protect  (REJECT)
The final step is protecting your reputation by instructing receiving mailboxes to reject all in-
bound messages that fail DMARC authentication.

The vision driving DMARC was senders and receivers working 
together to protect recipients. 250ok embraces that vision by 
presenting DMARC in an accessible, informative, and actionable 
format.

PAUL MIDGEN, CO-AUTHOR OF THE DMARC SPECIFICATION

Advisor, 250ok
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Identify revenue-impacting 
issues before you send.
Preview your campaign in 70+ email clients and devices.
With 250ok Design™, you can access the industry’s leading 
rendering providers – Litmus and Email on Acid – to stay 
ahead of the ever-changing email landscape. 

Test Common Spam Filters

250ok Design tests your creative against common spam filters 
including Barracuda, Symantec, Spam Assassin, Outlook, and many 
more so you can identify and fix spam triggers before deploying 
your campaign.

Ensure Quality

You’ve spent countless hours 
assembling your composition. 
250ok Design helps you 
ensure that it’s presented to 
your customers in the way you 
envisioned. Effective, optimized 
communication means highly 
engaged recipients.

Fix Broken Images & Links

Large file sizes, broken images 
or links, and invalid markup are 
just a few issues we’ll help you 
fix. 250ok Design’s optimization 
engine provides actionable 
feedback and suggestions on how 
to optimize your campaign for 
success.
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The evolution of email 
analytics starts here.
Pixels are great, but big data is better. 
Combine ESP and 250ok data and 
experience the holy grail of email analytics.
250ok Analytics™ is the intersection of 
breakthrough filtering and advanced 
segmentation, resulting in a singular, unified 
view of email performance. 

Embed A Tracking Pixel
Use our simple campaign 

creation wizard to grab your 
tracking pixel and embed it 
into the body of your email.

Send Your Campaigns
Send your campaign and watch 
data roll in. We’ll do the heavy 
lifting to highlight the relevant 

data points.

Track. Optimize. Repeat.
Utilize the tracking 

data to make informed 
decisions and optimize your 
campaigns for performance.

1 2 3Getting started is simple.

Did your customers read your email in 
length or simply skim through it? By 
embedding a simple tracking pixel in 
your emails, 250ok Analytics makes it 
easy to  measure how your recipients 
interact with your campaigns.
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Audience Explorer

Audience Explorer allows you to follow the 
recipient’s journey in granular detail. Know 
when someone is likely to open your email or 
when they’re at risk of disengaging. Engagement 
analysis doesn’t stop at open rates or click-
through percentages.  We’ll show you who read 
your campaign and for how long, drilled down to 
the individual recipient, device, and platform. 

Powerful Real-Time Tracking

Go beyond open and click rates 
by integrating real-time data 
directly from your mail streams 
to understand when, how, and 
why customers are engaging 
with your content.

Custom Parameters

Track custom properties and 
parameters, such as age, gender, 
location, and [enter anything 
here], to better identify and 
segment your recipients for 
targeting and analysis.

Advanced Filtering & 
Segmentation

The days of glorified read-only 
reports are over. Now you can 
slice and dice data to segment 
important groups of recipients 
matching any combination of 
demographics and filters.

Holistic Performance

Get a single, unified view of 
email performance. An industry 
first, customers can now monitor 
for changes in delivery stemming 
from deferrals, bounces, and 
drops in engagement.
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Customize alerts for
real-time issues.
250ok Alerts™ gives you the flexibility to customize 
alerts for any action, similar to setting CRM rules, so 
you can tune out the noise and focus on what matters 
most. Also, with Slack, HipChat, and PagerDuty 
integrations, or webhooks into your application, 250ok 
Alerts is easy to bake into your existing workflow. For 
most, the SMS or email notifications work just fine.

Get alerts your way.
Email, SMS, Slack, HipChat, Pagerduty, and Webhooks. 



Deliverability Ops
“We’re having mail blocked in Asia lately.”

Compliance Officer
“We’re having issues with DMARC compliance.”

Campaign Specialist
“Immediately notify me of high spam placement.”

REGION ASIA MISSING >=20% EMAIL

MY DOMAINS DMARC COMPLIANCE >=90% EMAIL

ISP GMAIL SPAM EMAIL>=5%
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Alerts for everyone; if this, 
alert that.
Our goal is to help you automate your deliverability 
monitoring with the utmost flexibility. To help you 
get up to speed, every account has been preloaded 
with a set of alerts that you can enable and 
customize to quickly see the power of the tool.

If                  delivery to         is           send

If              delivery to                 is  send

If                   is     send
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ABOUT 250ok
Email is in our DNA.

Brands responsible for billions of dollars in revenue depend on 250ok to maximize 
email performance. Our products and integrations allow customers to gather 
advanced insights into email deliverability, sender reputation, fraud protection, and 
consumer engagement.

250ok began reinventing deliverability software in 2011. The company started as 
a pet project by former ExactTarget email deliverability manager Greg Kraios. Now 
our email analytics inform senders like Marketo, SendGrid, SparkPost and Adobe, 
the combination of which is responsible for more than 25 percent of the world’s 
legitimate email. We revolutionized email management software for businesses of 
all sizes, creating innovative tools for the modern sender.

Greatest year-
over-year 
adoption of a 
third-party service 
that we’ve seen 
in our nine years 
of producing this 
guide.

RED PILL EMAIL 

Vendor Guide 2017

Trusted by #SeriousSenders



Are you a #SeriousSender? 
Schedule a demo today.
+1 855 250 6529

250ok
  info@250ok.com  |  250ok.com

9247 N. Meridian St., Ste. 301, Indianapolis, Indiana 46260


